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OVERVIEW

This school improvement plan was developed using a vision-based and data-driven process called Vision-to-Action that was developed by the American
Student Achievement Institute. In addition to containing the interventions our school and community identified as key to raising student achievement and
closing achievement gaps in our school, this plan contains interventions that meet the expectations of:

Indiana Rules and Regulations
Title I - Schoolwide

Organizational Structure

Many individuals were involved in the creation of this school improvement plan.

Groups and Roles

The Steering Team is comprised of educators, a parent, and a business representative. The Steering Team's role is to help the School Improvement
Council 1) analyze data, 2) discuss key questions related to school improvement planning in an open and honest manner, and 3) reach consensus in
decisions related to school improvement.

Steering Team
Jill Campbell - Economic Development
Amy Dedina - Teacher
Jed Jerrels - Principal
Jean Lancaster - Teacher (Math)
Mikki Parisien - Parent
Beth Smith - School Counselor

The School Improvement Council is made up of educators, parents, and representatives of community stakeholder groups. Educators include
teachers, counselors, administrators, and others. All parents were invited to be part of the council. The role of the School Improvement Council is to 1)
analyze data, 2) discuss key questions related to school improvement planning in an open and honest manner, and 3) reach consensus for decisions
related to school improvement.

School Improvement Council
Amanda Arnold - Parent
Scott Borders - Teacher, Parent
Ronetta Bough - Teacher
Mandy Britton - Parent
Lauren Bullock - Teacher
Jill Campbell - Economic development representative
Tina Closser - Parent, Business representative
Tina Dalrymple - Parent
Amy Dedina - Teacher, Parent
Trent Fine - Teacher
Ann Gainey - Teacher, Parent
Kami Giesler - Teacher, Parent
Amy Graber - Teacher
Jordan Graber - Teacher
BOBBBIE HELLUMS - Parent
Jed Jerrels - Local government representative, Title 1 School Director/Coordinator
Sandra Keith - Parent
Jean Lancaster - Teacher
Mackenzie Lovelace - Teacher
Steven McNabb - Teacher
Amy Miller - Parent
Annie Miller - Teacher
Matt Morris - Parent
Kensay Mott - Parent, Youth service organization representative, Instructional School Support Staff Person
John Mullen - Teacher, Parent
Kristen O'Haver - Teacher
Amy Remsburg - Teacher, Parent
Amy Remsburg - Parent
Mike Riggins - Parent
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Robert Sassano - Parent
Beth Smith - Counselor, Parent, Faith based organization representative, Service club representative
Ed Smith - Local government representative
Zach Stoll - Teacher
Robin Strange - Teacher
Abbie Swartzentruber - Parent
Abbie Swartzentruber - Parent
Angela Taylor - Parent
Deborah Thomas - Teacher, Parent
Deborah Thomas - Teacher, Parent
Tracy Tuell - Teacher
Jeff VanderMel - Teacher
Jeff VanderMel - Teacher
Angie Wagler - Parent
Kimberly Wesner - Teacher, Parent
Jeff Wickersham - Teacher
Christi Wilson - Teacher
Eric Wimmenauer - Teacher
Nick Wininger - Teacher
Rebecca Wittmer - Parent, Business representative, Youth service organization representative
Beth Wolford - Parent
Resa Woodruff - Teacher, Parent

The Student Body includes every student enrolled in the school. The role of the Student Body is to 1) review data, 2) discuss key questions related to
school improvement planning in an open and honest manner, and 3) provide input for the School Improvement Council.

School Improvement Process

Those involved in developing this School Improvement Plan participated in a series of discussions related to the Vision-to-Action process:

Discussion 1: Rationale for Raising Student Achievement
Discussion 2: Common Vision for High Student Success
Discussion 3: Data Analysis & Achievement Goals
Discussion 4: Data Analysis & Root Causes

Academic expectations
Curriculum content
Instructional practices
Classroom assessment
Extra help
Student guidance
Learning environment

Discussion 5: Interventions

Data-Driven Decision-Makings
The Vision-to-Action improvement process relies heavily on data as a foundation for decision-making.
1. Achievement Data – To what degree are students prepared for success at the next educational level, and ultimately for success in postsecondary

education and a global economy?
2. Root Cause Data – What conditions in the school and community interfere with student achievement?
3. Intervention Data – Is the intervention having the desired impact on adults and students?

Implementation Window

Our school and community will be implementing this plan during the 2020-2021 school year. Questions about the School Improvement Plan should be
directed to the building principal.
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SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN COMPONENTS

PART 1: Vision
The Vision Statement was developed by teachers, parents and community members serving on the School Improvement Council with input provided by
the student body. The foundation of the statement identifies the core convictions upon which this school improvement plan is built and answers the
question, "What do our students deserve in order to be successful learners, responsible citizens, and productive members of a global economy?" The
second part of the vision statement describes ideal adults who are striving to provide students with the things they deserve in order to achieve at a
rigorous level. The third part of the vision statement describes ideal students in a school and community where adults live by their convictions. The last
part of the vision statement includes ideal data that represent the community's dreams. This lofty data serves as the focal point for the remainder of the
school improvement plan and requires the school and community to work toward every student succeeding at a high level.

OUR VISION STATEMENT

We believe all students deserve:

All stakeholders within the North Daviess Jr-Sr High School believe the following elements are essential to a successful learning environment: 

1. All students deserve to be surrounded by adults who believe they are capable of high achievement. 
2. Every child deserves to be surrounded by a culture of high expectations and a rich array of options for the future. 
3. Every child deserves appropriate educational and career guidance to define his or her pathway. 
4. Every child deserves effective curriculum, instruction, and services to be able to realize personal aspirations developed through the guidance process. 
5. All students deserve the chance to succeed without prejudice.

All adults in our community are living by these core convictions daily and as a result, show the following attitudes and actions:

All adults in our North Daviess Community live by these core convictions daily and thus, they show the following attitudes and actions: Each teacher,
counselor, administrator, parent, and community member has high expectations of all students, and work together to help all students reach those
expectations. Teachers integrate curriculum between disciplines, and provide students with challenging work tasks requiring research and learned
knowledge and skills application to solve real-world problems. School and community members are only satisfied when all students reach high
expectations and are committed to helping all students achieve high goals. To reach all students, teachers vary their teaching methods to match
students’ learning styles (differentiated instruction). They allow extra time for students who need it, and provide a variety of support initiatives including: 
1. “Learning Zone” for difficult subject matter allowing students an additional explanation of the material covered, 
2. Internet access for checking student grades and progress. 
The learning environment reaches beyond the school’s four walls as well. Business members are actively involved with the schools. Parents are also
heavily involved with their sons' and daughters' learning in the present as well as looking towards the future with providing support and expertise to
develop and implement the student’s Personal Education Plans (PEPs).

In this environment where all adults are living by their core convictions, all students:

In this environment, where all adults are living by their core convictions, all students have high expectations of themselves and are actively involved in
their learning. Students accept ownership and responsibility for their education by actively engaging in the learning process. Students are well motivated
with strong self-esteem, and approach learning with a clear sense of purpose. Students exhibit strong personal management, citizenship, and team-
building skills. Each student possesses the self-knowledge, career awareness, and skills required to make sound educational and career decisions. All
students have meaningful future plans with tentative career selections and corresponding course work selections.

As a result of these efforts, our school's student achievement data is as follows:

% of students who Pass ISTEP+ in 10th Grade: 100%
% of students who Passing ISTEP+ Grade 7&8: 100%
% of students who Passing all classes: 100%
% of students who Earning a Core 40 Diploma: 100%
% of students who Earning Academic Honors Diploma: 100%
% of students who Earning dual/post Secondary Credit: 100%
% of students who Graduating: 100%
% of students who Earning an Associates Degree: 100%
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PART 2: Academic Goals

The academic goals were established after a thorough analysis of multiple achievement data assessments including the state math assessment, state
English / language arts assessment, student mastery of each Indiana College and Career Readiness Standard, and report card grades. A full list of
academic assessments is found in the Root Cause Self Study Excerpts section of this plan. Note: Other types of data are discussed in the
Comprehensive Needs Assessment / Root Causes section of this plan.

The School Improvement Council (including teachers, parents, and community members) and Student Body were involved in the analysis of the
achievement data. The following questions were addressed during the data analysis.

How does this data compare to our vision (ideal) data?
What specific data fields disturb us?
What specific data fields please us?
Where do we observe achievement gaps?

Using a consensus based decision-making model, the School Improvement Council (including parents) first identified a small number of Focus Areas
(FA). These are broad academic areas on which the school and community agreed to focus their energy in the coming year.

Next, the School Improvement Council members "drilled down" the data within the FAs and created specific SMART Goals focused on specific courses,
academic standards, and/or student groups that, if improved, would impact the broad FA. Both the FAs and the SMART Goals are listed below.

Once the SMART goals were developed, the student body was asked to identify the SMART goals the school should address.

Finally, the School Improvement Council established a data target for each SMART Goal that the students, teachers, parents and community would strive
to reach by the end of following school year. The data targets fall between the current student data and the vision (ideal) data.

Description of the Gaps Identified between the Vision and the Achievement Data Report:
While math scores decreased ELa increased. Ilearn no Data. The committee feels that we need to stay the course.

IMPORTANT: Each Focus Area (FA) is followed by its SMART Goal(s). The title for the FA indicates the FA focus, subject and student grades. The
numbers in the tables reflect baseline data for past years and the target data for future years. The "vision data" represents our ideal data. It is the mission
of our school to work toward this ideal.

OUR GOALS

FA 1: Student Growth (Math; 8; Bottom 25%)

Description:
Math Remediation Course for credit. Study Island

Specific Achievement Data:
The state test scores and mastery grades earned by students decrease as they progress through the grades. This trend seems to be even pronounced
among students who received free/reduced lunch fees. We feel addressing this at the 8th grade level will pay off for students in the later grades.

Key Takeaways:
The students in the bottom 25% are showing slight improvement overall. we will continuing focusing on their experience.

SMART GOALS:
% of students passing ILEARN math (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)

Grade: 8

Demographics: Free/Reduced

Benchmark: % of students passing ILEARN math

Completion date: June 30, 2021

Data:

 Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Vision

Year: 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020  

Month: May May May May May May May  

%: 86% 43% 51% 68% 62% 50% 75% 100%

% of male students who pass ELA ILEARN (Grade 8; Special Ed - IEP)

Grade: 8

Demographics: Special Ed - IEP

Benchmark: % of male students who pass ELA ILEARN

Completion date: June 30, 2021
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Data:

 Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Vision

Year: 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020  

Month: May May May Apr Apr May May  

%: 21% 10% 27% 32% 29% 28% 50% 100%

FA 2: Student Growth (English / Language Arts; 8; Bottom 25%)

Description:
ELa Remediation Course for Credit. Study Island

Specific Achievement Data:
Special Education students are scoring lower on their ELA achievement tests when compared to their regular ed counterparts.

Key Takeaways:
The students in the bottom 25% are showing slight improvement overall. we will continuing focusing on their experience.

SMART GOALS:
% of students passing ILEARN English/language arts (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)

Grade: 8

Demographics: Free/Reduced

Benchmark: % of students passing ILEARN English/language arts

Completion date: June 30, 2021

Data:

 Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Vision

Year: 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020  

Month: May May May May May May  

%: 56% 61% 65% 71% 69% 34% 81% 100%

FA 3: Graduation Rate (Algebra I; 9; Improvement from 8th to 10th Grade)

Description:
Algebra Boys help to pass

Specific Achievement Data:
The percentage of males earning a mastery grade for Algebra I is significantly lower than that of females.

Key Takeaways:
We have a new teacher in Algebra. She is working on the overall approach to Algebra.

External Expectations:
This FA is for Graduation Rate

SMART GOALS:
% of male students who will earning mastery grade in Algebra I by the end of 9th grade (Grade 9; Male, Grades: D & F)

Grade: 9

Demographics: Male, Grades: D & F

Benchmark: % of male students who will earning mastery grade in Algebra I by the end of 9th grade

Completion date: June 30, 2021

Data:

 Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Target Vision

Year: 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020  

Month: May May May May May  

%: % % 36% 42% 39% 38% 50% 100%
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PART 3: Root Causes (comprehensive needs assessment)

Root Causes are situations that are interfering with learning and achievement. Root causes within the school and community were identified by the
School Improvement Council after studying two types of root-cause data and reviewing input from the student body.

The root-cause data included:

1. Survey of all students with results disaggregated by gender, free-reduced lunch status, race/ethnicity, and parental postsecondary attendance status.
Survey of parents, faculty, and community members. Survey items asked participants to identify whether or not best educational practices were in
place with regard to a) expectations, b) curricular rigor, c) instruction, d) classroom assessments, e) extra help, f) student guidance, and g) the
learning environment.

2. Short answer question responses completed by school personnel regarding the degree to which the school was implementing best educational
practices with regard to a) expectations, b) curricular rigor, c) instruction, d) classroom assessments, e) extra help, f) student guidance, and g) the
learning environment.

Discussion:

The student body was asked to respond to an open ended question below. Their responses were provided to the School Improvement Council.

"What is interfering with learning at our school?"

After reviewing the students’ input and the root-cause data, the School Improvement Council was asked to respond to two questions:

What data indicate an area that is interfering with students’ ability to reach our SMART goals?
What data indicate an area that is interfering with a specific student group’s ability to reach our SMART goals?

OUR ROOT CAUSES

GENERAL Root Causes that affect all SMART Goals

Root Causes

the 8th grade students are not motivated within their courses.

SMART Goal: % of students passing ILEARN math (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)

Root Causes

There is a concern about the lack of consequences that exist for students. Students at the junior high know that we socially promote so "why try."

SMART Goal: % of students passing ILEARN English/language arts (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)

Root Causes

There is a concern about the lack of consequences that exist for students. Students at the junior high know that we socially promote so "why try."

SMART Goal: % of male students who will earning mastery grade in Algebra I by the end of 9th grade (Grade 9; Male, Grades: D &
F)

Root Causes

Lack of Fundamental Skills in mathematics from previous courses taken.

SMART Goal: % of male students who pass ELA ILEARN (Grade 8; Special Ed - IEP)

Root Causes

There is a concern about the lack of consequences that exist for students. Students at the junior high know that we socially promote so "why try."
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PART 4: Interventions

The Student Body was asked to brainstorm potential interventions for each root cause. Their thoughts were shared with the School Improvement Council.

In addition to interventions suggested by the Student Body, the School Improvement Council researched and reviewed interventions for each root cause
using several sources including the SI2 searchable database of interventions. The Council then selected the interventions that would be implemented in
the coming year based on the intervention’s potential for addressing the root cause.

OUR INTERVENTIONS
8th Grade E/la Remediation

We will target incoming 8th graders who performed poorly in ELa classes by enrolling them in a English Language Arts remediation classroom with
additional emphasis on the standards/indicators taught in their regular 8th grade English class. Additionally we have three title 1 aids to assist
individuals.

8th Grade Math Remediation

In order to make sure that students are prepared to be on the correct track for College and Career Readiness. There is a gap in between mastery
grades in 7th grade math of males and females of 20%. Additionally there is a 9% gap in our F/R students. The males will become skilled in the
standards they are missing by drilling down those standards to the basic elements. While we drill those standards the F/R population will will also
be proficient. While working with the students the parents will be required to assert themselves into the students learning by checking and
monitoring their progress at home. Additionally we have three title 1 aids to assist individuals.

Attendance

We have established a procedure that address the various absences (see
http://www.ndaviess.k12.in.us/vimages/shared/vnews/stories/53fcb9de95e82/16-17%20NDCSC%20Student%20Handbook.pdf). Letters will be sent
home at 3rd, 5th, and 8th absence. After 8 absence the administration will address individuals a plan to curb absences.

Early College

We have been an early college school since 2009. Our college partner is Oakland City University. A student could exit our school with a Core 40
Academic Honors and or Technical Honors Diploma with a University Studies Associates degree from OCU. (see crosswalk
http://www.ndaviess.k12.in.us/vimages/shared/vnews/stories/56ccc5332d32b/OCU%20crosswalk%202016.pdf)

Graduation

We are compliant with all diploma type and graduation (see guidance in handbook requirements.
http://www.ndaviess.k12.in.us/vimages/shared/vnews/stories/53fcb9de95e82/16-17%20NDCSC%20Student%20Handbook.pdf). Additionally our
students begin their College and Career readiness in their 8th grade year by starting their four year plan. In the 9th grade our students are required
to take College and Career Readiness course. During this course, the student and parent will choose a CCR Pathway as they expand their Four
year plan. Additionally, as 10th, 11th and 12th the guidance counselor two times a year, drops in on various classes to adjust their 4 year plan.
Students will also keep track of the ISTEP+ and ECA (for 12th Grade students) assessment. One more item during these drop in's the counselor
will work with the students on the significance of the SAT & ACT score for college admissions. (see http://www.learnmoreindiana.org/) finally as
seniors each student will take and complete the Capstone class. Capstone is a class that is to "get yourself ready" for the next step whether that's
college, career or military.

Resiliency Training (why try)

Through a "train the trainers" program, all faculty members will be introduced to resiliency strategies beginning in August of 2017 and continuing
through 20-21. This is a grant-funded, two-year program that will be implemented in grades 4-12 to help students realize the benefits and
consequences of their actions. Student will learn through various activities that each action has specific or multiple actions.

Safe and Disciplined Learning Environment

We have established an extensive discipline plan to guide student in their school lives (see
http://www.ndaviess.k12.in.us/vimages/shared/vnews/stories/53fcb9de95e82/16-17%20NDCSC%20Student%20Handbook.pdf) Discipline is
preventive in nature. The process is progressive when necessary.
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PREPARATION

To prepare for successful implementation of the interventions outlined above, the School Improvement Steering Team developed several plans including
a Professional Development Plan and an Intervention To-Do List.

PART 5: Professional Development Summary

Alignment with the School Improvement Plan: The Professional Development Summary is directly aligned with interventions found in the School
Improvement Plan.

Effective Learning Process: The Professional Development Summary was written by teacher-leaders and includes activities that will help teachers
develop the knowledge and skills needed to successfully implement the interventions listed in the School Improvement Plan. The plan includes a variety
of formats for professional development. Activities have been embedded in the school day as appropriate.

Professional Growth Environment: Each intervention is supported by the Steering Team. Steering Team members are responsible for 1) writing (with
support from colleagues) an intervention plan including on-going professional development activities, resource and funding procurement, and evaluation
activities, 2) providing on-going mentoring to their colleagues in the implementation of the intervention, 3) analyzing the effectiveness of the intervention,
and 4) making a recommendation to the School Improvement Council with respect to whether or not the intervention should be sustained.

OUR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

Intervention: Resiliency Training (why try)

Professional Development Title Learning Style Implementation Date

Train the teachers Kinesthetic Fri, Aug 7, 2020
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Intervention: 8th Grade E/la Remediation

Professional Development Title Learning Style Implementation Date

Standards Breakdown Auditory Fri, Aug 7, 2020
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PART 6: Interventions Task List

As needed, a detailed task list was developed that includes activities related to 1) intervention evaluation, 2) professional development, 3) resource
securement and 4) funding securement. The Steering Team will go over the intervention task list with the entire faculty. Throughout the year, the Steering
Team will check off each task as it is completed. At the end of the first semester, the Steering Team will present the percentage of completed activities
to the School Improvement Council. If the tasks were not fully implemented, the Steering Team will facilitate a discussion about changes that will occur
during the second semester to ensure that all tasks are completed.

OUR INTERVENTIONS TASK LIST

Date Intervention Prep Area Task Person Responsible

Fri, Aug 7, 2020 Resiliency Training (why try) Professional Development Train the teachers Beth Smith

Fri, Mar 5, 2021 8th Grade Math Remediation Evaluation Collect Follow Up Data Jean Lancaster

Fri, Mar 19, 2021 Early College Evaluation Collect Follow Up Data Beth Smith
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: School Improvement Plan Summary - Crosswalk

This report shows the relationship between the Root Cause, SMART Goals, and Interventions. For each Root Cause, the report shows 1) the SMART
Goals that will be positively impacted when the Root Cause is successfully addressed and 2) the Interventions that will enable the school to successfully
address the Root Cause.

Root Cause: the 8th grade students are not motivated within their courses.

SMART Goals Influenced by this Root Cause

GENERAL Root Cause that affects all SMART Goals

Interventions to Impact This Root Cause:

Resiliency Training (why try)

Root Cause: Lack of Fundamental Skills in mathematics from previous courses taken.

SMART Goals Influenced by this Root Cause

% of male students who will earning mastery grade in Algebra I by the end of 9th grade (Grade 9; Male, Grades: D & F)

Interventions to Impact This Root Cause:

8th Grade Math Remediation

Root Cause: There is a concern about the lack of consequences that exist for students. Students at the junior high know that we
socially promote so "why try."

SMART Goals Influenced by this Root Cause

% of students passing ILEARN math (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)
% of students passing ILEARN English/language arts (Grade 8; Free/Reduced)
% of male students who pass ELA ILEARN (Grade 8; Special Ed - IEP)

Interventions to Impact This Root Cause:

Resiliency Training (why try)
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Appendix B: Root Cause Self Study Excerpt

This excerpt provides root cause information required by PL221 and, if applicable, Title I.

Short Answer Questions 2019-2020

Indiana Rules and Regulations

A Where is the public copy of your school's curriculum located? (PL221)
Please use data from 2019-2020

Curriculum Director's Office

B What rules or statutes would you like to waive in order to promote
student learning? (PL221)

Identify the specific statute and and/or rule you wish to waive.
Identify the educational strategies this waiver would allow you to
implement that could not be implemented under current statute and
rule.
Explain the benefit to student achievement.
Describe the evaluation process that would be used to measure the
success of these strategies.

Please use data from 2019-2020

NA

C Are your school's attendance rates supportive of learning? What
activities will you implement next year to increase or maintain your
attendance rate? (PL221)
Please use data from 2019-2020

Yes 96%

D List the titles of the assessment instruments that are used in addition to
ILEARN, IREAD-3, and ISTEP. Give a brief description of each. (PL221)
Please use data from 2019-2020

Study Island - state wide initiative to assist with student assessment

Title I SW & TAS

E List the needs assessments used in your school to help you identify
areas that are interfering with learning
Please use data from 2019-2020

The schools uses ISTEP and grades from courses to Identify areas of
concern

Title I - Schoolwide

F TITLE I SW ONLY: List the programs that will be consolidated under the
school-wide plan. If not consolidating programs, please explain why not.
Please use data from 2019-2020

We are a School Wide Program
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Appendix C: Continuous Improvement Timeline

The SI2 School Improvement Planning Process operates on a three year cycle and includes leadership team development followed by the development of
key components of the school improvement plan as outlined above.

Our school was in Update 3 for the 2019-2020 school year.

 
ORIGINAL PLAN REVIEW & REVISE

Start Up Update 1 Update 2 Update 3

Aug  Begin Implemention of
Interventions

Begin Implemention of
Interventions

Begin Implemention of
Interventions

Sep     

Oct Commit to SI2 Process

Recruit School Improvement
Council & Establish Student Body
Discussion Format ; Update
Steering Team (if needed)

Recruit new Council Members &
Update Steering Team (as needed)

Recruit new Council Members &
Update Steering Team (as needed)

Nov Recruit Steering Team
Update Achievement & Root
Cause Data
(surveys are optional)

Update Achievement & Root
Cause Data
(surveys are optional)

Revise Vision & Update
Achievement & Root Cause Data
(including Student, Faculty, Parent, and

Community Surveys)

Dec Create Organizational Structure / 
Learn About SI2

Mid-Year Intervention
Implementation Evaluation

Mid-Year Intervention
Implementation Evaluation

Mid-Year Intervention
Implementation Evaluation

Jan

Collect Achievement Data & Root
Cause Data 
(including Student, Faculty, Parent, and

Community Surveys)

Achievement Goals Update Achievement Goals Update Achievement Goals Update

Feb Write Vision Statement Root Causes Update Root Causes Update Root Causes Update

Mar
Identify Achievement Goals
Focus Areas and SMART Goals

Intervention Update Intervention Update Intervention Update

Apr Identify Root Causes Prepare to Implement
Interventions

Prepare to Implement
Interventions

Prepare to Implement
Interventions

May Select Interventions    

May
Jun

Prepare to Implement
Interventions detailed planning
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